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Challenge # 1:

From 'Less Landfilling’ to 
‘Wasting Less’*

* Corvellec & Hultman (2012)



European Waste Hierarchy*

* Hultman & Corvellec (2012)

Waste Framework Directive (2008/98/EG)



Circular economy



But 
lock-ins*

*Corvellec, Zapata Campos, & 
Zapata, (2013)

District heating has made it possible to develop 
waste incineration on a large scale. 
But Sweden has also locked itself into a form of 
waste management that prevent the emergence of 
newer/other waste management strategies 

Sävenäs WtE plant , Göteborg



If you ask waste managers … *

• Locked-in conventional business 
rationale

• Locked-in habits and ways of 
thinking

• Locked-in institutional structures
• Locked-in infrastructures

* Corvellec & Svingstedt (2015) 



Recycling is changing

• Globalization

• Professionalization

• Innovation



Waste prevention: 3 in 1

(a) Reducing the quantity of waste, including 
through the re-use of products or the extension 
of the life span of products;

(b) Reducing the adverse impacts of the generated 
waste on the environment and human health; or

(c) Reducing the content of harmful substances in 
materials and products

Waste Framework Directive, Article 3-12 



Swedish ”Best Cases” 
of waste prevention

• Focus on quantity, not dangerousness
• Three main types of action

– Communicate on prevention
– Make processes more efficient
– Promote sustainable consumption

• Few initiatives about 
– design-production-distribution 
– Waste management 

* Corvellec (2016)



Challenge #2:

Redefining the business 
model of waste 

management companies



Conventional business model
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But more values are at stake*

Public health value
Practical value
Legal value
Economic value
Environmental value
Political value
Symbolic value

Corvellec & Hultman (2014)



Multiple markets
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New action nets*

• Connecting actions: action nets
• Stabilizing action nets into networks of 

actors
• Translation // stabilization // Upscaling

*Corvellec & Czarniawska (2015)



New action nets 1/3

• A waste-
management 
company inviting 
waste companies 
to build a 
competence 
cluster



New action nets 2/3

• The opportunity for 
Swedish 
householders to 
opt out of 
unaddressed 
promotional 
material



New action nets 3/3

• A car-sharing 
program



Challenge 3:
what are we not talking about?



Throughput society

Production intensive 
+ 
Consumption intensive
=>
Waste intensive



Permanent consumption



Newness as product



Hypermobility



Waste is a profitable commodity



Conclusion:
From waste dissociation to 

waste association



Material responsibility



Wastespaces



Engaging with waste

• Acknowledge the cultural arbitrarity 
of waste 

• Broaden the understanding of waste
• Bind waste to consumption
• Make waste a moral issue

– Societal responsibility for materials
– Environmental justice



Thank you for your attention

Contact:
Herve.Corvellec@ism.lu.se

Research project
www.ism.lu.se/mtp
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